
Available for Touring 2021 - in both its original format as well as in a COVID-Safe socially distanced version 



TELLING NEW STORIES IN EXTRAORDINARY WAYS

UPSWING is an award-winning contemporary circus company that uses circus to tell new

stories in extraordinary ways -- amplifying and celebrating the skills, creative talents and

stories of diverse artists and communities. Our work is presented in a range of contexts

from theatres and festivals to libraries, care homes and other public spaces, taking shows

beyond theatres to meet people in the places they live, work, learn and play.

CONTACTS

For programming inquires:

Sherry Neyhus

Executive Producer 

sherry@upswing.org.uk

mailto:sherry@upswing.org.uk


CATCH ME

Catch Me is a lively and surprising take on age, race and 

gender.

An older woman and younger man move together through a

landscape of abandoned chairs, discovering the possible

dynamics of support, vulnerability and power that could exist

between them.

Catch Me explores ageing, race and gender in ways that are as

playful as they are profound: Who is of value? Who is capable

of what? Who cares for whom? How do we see each other?;

and whom do we value?

Join Upswing for a playful mix of dance, circus and chairs. 

Performed in public spaces for all ages. 

Running time: 18 mins

Suitable for all ages

Click here to view the trailer

Full-length show video available upon request

http://upswing.org.uk/portfolio/catch-me/


This performance still captures the themes and 

intimate relationship of Catch Me while 

maintaining social distancing between the cast. 

With a smaller set and an additional clear screen 

that forms a barrier between the two performers,

the adapted performance captures all of ideas of 

the original work with the added poignancy of 

confronting both the literal and the metaphorical 

barriers to connection thrown up by our current 

circumstances.

This version uses the same soundscape and with 

the simpler staging also reduces the amount of 

contact time for production teams when setting up 

and during the get out. 

This version of Catch Me runs at 15 mins. 

We have additional marketing assets, images and 

copy to accompany presentations of this version.. 

A professionally filmed version of this production 

is also available for digital broadcast.

SOCIALLY DISTANCED PERFORMANCE
‘Catch Me is timely, with a refreshing 

vulnerability that plays to the novelty 

of touch after months of enforced 

distance.' Georgia Howlett, The 

Upcoming on the socially

distanced version (2020)

If local Covid-19 restrictions are brought in during the lead up to tour performances, we 

are able to offer an adapted version of the production that is socially distanced, 

reducing crew and performer interaction. 



ACCESS

Catch Me features two performers.

Running time is 18 minutes.

Our performers require rest time of 2hrs30mins between

performances.

The performance begins with all the chairs stacked around a 

central column formed by the three bespoke built chairs. 

During the performance the stack is dismantled by the 

performers and the chairs are distributed around the 

performance floor. 

The performance is accompanied by a sound score. There 

are no lighting requirements. 

Catch Me is a static performance with no 

additional staging. Upswing recommends 

having a cordoned off area for wheelchairs 

and those that require seating to watch the 

performance.

Catch Me is a visual circus/dance piece, 

and is therefore suitable for hearing 

impaired audiences.

PERFORMANCE INFO



70 Words

Upswing

Telling New Stories in Extraordinary Ways

Upswing is a leading, award-winning contemporary circus company 

based in the UK that uses circus to amplify and celebrate the skills, 

creative talents and stories of diverse artists and communities.  

Our performances entertain, inspire curiosity and ignite a desire to build 

connection.  Fusing the spectacular and the poetic we utilise circus, 

dance and theatre to tell powerful new stories in extraordinary ways.  

50 words

Upswing 

Upswing is an award-winning contemporary circus company.

Our performances fuse the spectacular and the poetic; utilising circus, 

dance and theatre to tell powerful new stories in extraordinary ways.  

Our performances entertain and inspire whilst amplifying and celebrating 

the skills, creative talents and stories of diverse artists and communities.  

COMPANY COPY



70 words

Catch Me is an intimate and surprising take on age, race and 

gender.

An older woman and younger man dance together through a 

landscape of abandoned chairs, discovering joy, risk and 

unexpected connections in a poignant duet. 

A poetic mix of dance and acrobatics, Catch Me asks how we see 

each other and who we value.

50 words

Catch Me - A duet between an older women and younger man. A 

surprising take on age, race and gender as two bodies discover 

unexpected connections in a poignant duet. 

Catch Me asks how we see each other and who we value.

25 words

Catch Me is a surprising take on age, race and gender.

An older women and younger man discover unexpected 

connections in a poignant duet.

SHOW COPY



Partners and Supporters

Catch Me supported by Without Walls, Jacksons Lane, Dèda and Arts 

Council England. Commissioned by Norfolk & Norwich Festival and 

Festival of Creative Ageing. Originally Produced at 101 Creation Space.

Socially Distanced Catch Me (2020) made in association with The Albany 

and commissioned by Certain Blacks/London Borough of Newham.

CREDITS

Concept & Direction

Vicki Amedume / Upswing

Performers & Co-Devisers 

Susan Kempster & Jerone Marsh-Reid

Design

Becky Minto

Original Sound Design & Composition 

Finn Anderson

Additional Music

Rite (Instrumental) by Snow Palms



ON TOUR 

Three people on the road – 2x performers and 1x Stage Manager

GET IN TIME

2 hours 

TECH + DRESS

2 hours

GET OUT TIME

2 hours 

RUNNING TIME 

18 Mins 

VEHICLE ACCESS

The set travels in a large sized van driven by the Stage Manger. 

Secure parking required as near to site as possible.

GROUND

The show required flat, hard standing. The set will have a footprint 

of 6m x 6m, with a clearance space of 4.5m.

SET

We will bring an interlocking foam floor with a 

foam ramp around it. We are happy to share the floor with other 

companies and we have a protocol for sanitising between 

performances. If sharing a space with a company that doesn’t 

want to use the floor, time and crew need to be allocated for 

removing/re-setting the floor between performances. 

CREW REQUIREMENTS 

The event organisers will need to provide 2 crew for 2 hours 

during get in, get out and any turnarounds between shows if 

required. 

We will need Technical assistance to ensure our company laptop 

is working with the P.A.

SOUND & LIGHTS

PA with amplifier and USB/MP3/CD playback. Power required for 

company laptop.

No lighting requirements.

HEALTH & SAFTEY REQUIREMENTS

There are no pyrotechnics, live flame or smoke effects.

There is no working at height involved in set up or performance.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS



OTHER  REQUIREMENTS 

• Safe storage space for equipment and personal items.

• A heated, dry location (such as a heated marquee or dressing room) 

large enough for  4 people to warm up in and within walking distance 

from performance area.

• Access to toilets within walking distance of dressing rooms.

• Access to drinking water for performers and crew.

COVID-19 HEALTH & SAFETY

RISK ASSESSMENTS / MITIGATIONS

The Promoter/Festival must provide their own Risk 

Assessment/Mitigations to Upswing to describe actions taken to 

promote COVID-Safety.

COVID CANCELLATION

If the performance is cancelled due to Covid Restrictions / Local 

lockdowns we are able to provide a filmed version of the 

performance for livestream/broadcast.

BACKSTAGE

Promoter/Festival to provide a plan for how all backstage 

areas will be managed including isolating the Upswing 

company from other companies, routes of travel, storage, 

social distancing, sanitising stations, etc. 

CREW 

Crew to be allocated/managed so that we work with the 

same crew members throughout the engagement. 

We ask for 2 crew for the get-in/get-out so that they will 

carry the set and minimise possible close contact with our 

Stage Manager. 

Crew will wear masks at all times. 

AUDIENCES 

The Promoter/Festival will provide Upswing with their 

Audience Plan to ensure the COVID-Safe social distancing 

of the audience from each other as well as from the Upswing 

Company and Crew. 



The Catch Me shared marketing Dropbox contains press releases, show 

images, company and cast bio’s and more. Please follow the link for 

access:

Catch Me - Marketing Assets

[Additional assets including further images can be provided for the socially 

distanced version of Catch Me.]

Potential interview or feature ideas:

• One of the UK’s leading circus companies

• The show explores universal themes of gender, age and race

• Profile piece on Upswing’s Artistic Director Vicki Amedume

• Piece about the design aspects of the show, created by Becky Minto, 

who recently won the Silver Award for Space Design at the World Stage 

Design Awards 2017 and represented Britain at the Prague Quadrennial 

In 2019.

PRESS & MARKETINGPREVIOUS REVIEWS
On Catch-Me:

‘Their connection was electric and their perfect balance of weight and 

stacking of gravity allowed an effortless performance…eclectic mix of 

beauty through generations.’

Review Number 9

'Consistently engaging. Age in the mind. The imagination accepting, 

rejecting, creating. Encompassing the entrenched and the totally free.’

Audience member, Age Against the Machine Festival, Deptford

'I thought Catch Me was a beautiful and poignant exploration of 

relationships and human potential. The show is visually simple but very 

effective. The dynamic between the younger male and the older female 

performer is really compelling and their relationship and movement with 

each other felt very authentic. It really challenged perceptions for circus 

and physical theatre and was a perfect fit for the Festival.'

Rachel Nelkin, Head of Creative Programmes, The Albany

On previous Upswing productions:

'Understated contemporary circus with real emotional

weight … Magic.'

★★★★

The Stage

'Telling a story through contemporary circus is a feat attempted by many... 

Upswing Theatre make it look easy'

★★★★

The Stage

'A very beautiful, dynamic and well-crafted show.’

★★★★

The Scotsman

@upswingaerial                                 @upswingaerial 

upswing.aerialarts www.upswing.org.uk

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ap1fqazu0a6kwvw/AACkdmrV3kUdEuI3gmbmQZUTa?dl=0
http://www.upswing.org.uk/



